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In In 1990 the IPCC predicted the rise 1990 the IPCC predicted the rise 
in  Average Global Temperature in  Average Global Temperature 
from the onset of the Industrial from the onset of the Industrial 
Revolution to be 1.3Revolution to be 1.3oo C by 2010.C by 2010.



Table 1  IPCC Summary table showing mitigation categories, Table 1  IPCC Summary table showing mitigation categories, 
temperature rise, sea level rise and corresponding CO2 temperature rise, sea level rise and corresponding CO2 ––

 equivalents.  Assessment Report Four (AR4) 2007equivalents.  Assessment Report Four (AR4) 2007



What is the observed average What is the observed average 
temperature rise now?temperature rise now?

1.3o C;  1.0o C;   0.7o C;   0.3o C;   0.1o C?
1.3o C;  1.0o C;   0.7o C;   0.3o C;   0.1o C



The IPCCThe IPCC’’s Global Warming s Global Warming 
prediction in 1990 was based prediction in 1990 was based 
on the on the ‘‘enhanced greenhouse enhanced greenhouse 
effect (COeffect (CO22

 
) hypothesis) hypothesis’’  and and 

this hypothesis is showing a this hypothesis is showing a 
50% correlation after two 50% correlation after two 
decades.decades.



My involvement Global My involvement Global 
WarmingWarming



What is Sustainability when on What is Sustainability when on 
the the ““Climate Roller CoasterClimate Roller Coaster””!!
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Engineering the Global Thermostat!Engineering the Global Thermostat!
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Engineering the Global Engineering the Global 
Thermostat!Thermostat!
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Economic QuestionEconomic Question
Cost for stabilisation to 20C achievable
Sir Nicholas Stern 1% global production per 
year. $US350 billion in 2005
Real challenge not economics but equity to 
achieve stabilisation targets
Australia’s three annual $20 billion surpluses –
could decarbonise all existing coal fire 
electricity generating plants
Question of economic WILL



Chancellor MerkelChancellor Merkel’’s advisor s advisor ––
 Dr Hans Joachim Schellnhuber Director Potsdam Dr Hans Joachim Schellnhuber Director Potsdam 

Climate Impact ResearchClimate Impact Research

Germany aims to confine Global warming to 20C
Official European Union goal 20C to avoid 
‘dangerous’ climate change
We cannot be sure but must avoid tipping points 
which could be unmanageable
20C a different World but keep chaos at bay
Germany & UK to reduce emissions by 80% by 
2050 and US by 90% to 1990 values
i.e. Germany 40% by 2020



Daunting scale for 
renewables
1 wedge – 2 million 
1MW wind turbines 
X50
1 wedge – Solar PV 
covering 2 million Ha
X700
Etc
Scale, gigantic but 
achievable



“… great game of climate modification…”
“… too slow… avert great climate shifts…
make peace…morally reprehensible”
Humanity acts promptly… fraught with 
delays…”
Emissions reductions… avoids outright 
disaster… strictly controlled… large Geo-
engineering projects”
“Earth Commission for Climate Control”
“… carbon dictatorship for survival…”



ConclusionsConclusions

To decarbonisation of our civilisation we 
need to continue at an accelerated pace 
using wind, solar, wave and soil/vegetation 
carbon sequestration.



Conclusions contConclusions cont’’dd

Geo-engineering trials are commenced in the 
Southern and Northern Hemispheres under 
the auspices of the Scandinavian nations to 
create a Global “Permaclimate”.



I certainly was a True Believer.

What changed my view?





Sir John Houghton said in Sir John Houghton said in 
1993,1993,  
““The unequivocal detection of the The unequivocal detection of the 
enhanced greenhouse effect from enhanced greenhouse effect from 
observations is not likely for a observations is not likely for a 
decade or moredecade or more……



……in other words, we need to in other words, we need to 
wait wait a number of more years a number of more years 
before the global warming signal before the global warming signal 
due to the increase in due to the increase in 
greenhouse gases stands out greenhouse gases stands out 
clearly above the natural climate clearly above the natural climate 
variability.variability.””  (Houghton, 1994)(Houghton, 1994)

















Modelled Projections Compared Modelled Projections Compared 
with Observations (AR4 with Observations (AR4 ––  2007)2007)

“A2” is equivalent to “Business as Usual”
(Dark Red)

“Commitment Projection” (Orange) Held at 
2000 levels.

















Let us look at our temperature Let us look at our temperature 
history and natural temperature history and natural temperature 
variation.variation.

The influence of the Sun
The Pacific Decadal Oscillations



The influence of the SunThe influence of the Sun









The Pacific Decadal OscillationThe Pacific Decadal Oscillation





SummarySummary

•Recent observations of average global 
temperatures during the last decade are 
not conforming to the predictions of global 
warming as outlined by Sir John Houghton

•The scientific hypothesis, on which the 
‘enhanced greenhouse effect’ is based, is 
not supported by recent average global 
temperature observations.
•



•Global warming has ceased early in the 
last decade.

•The complexities of Earth’s climate are 
beyond the current capabilities of 
modellers to model the ‘enhanced 
greenhouse effect’ and produce reliable 
predictions of current or future average 
global temperatures. 



•Western science, its processes and subsequent 
politicization is on public trial together with the 
hypothesis that the “enhanced greenhouse effect” 
are responsible for global warming.

•Atmospheric carbon reduction measures should 
be restrained for at least a decade until the trend 
of average global temperature is known and has 
moved outside the natural climate variations 
experienced on Earth over the last 1200 years.



9. CONCLUSION

It is concluded that atmospheric 
carbon reduction measures are 
restrained until the trend in 
global warming or cooling is 
beyond doubt. 



And putting it all in perspective!And putting it all in perspective!



Petit et al. 1999
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